
Presenting…
     An Evening of Round- Robin
       Close-Up Magic!
Adults love magic.  It makes them feel like kids 
again.  And when the magic is done right under 
their noses, and includes comedy and audience 
interaction, you have a fun, unique evening of 
entertainment!

Guests are divided into three groups. Each group 
rotates through three rooms, enjoying a differ-
ent close-up magic act in each. Shows are twenty 
minutes each. Each guest experiences all three    

           The magic happens inches away! 
magicians. The small group intimacy makes for 
a lot of audience byplay and interaction to get 
guests laughing and having fun! The magicians’ 
style, personality, and tricks are each differ-
ent, making for a fun and varied entertainment      
sampling.

Choose from two sample agendas
(or create your own)

Guests each receive an envelope with instructions 
teaching them how to perform one of eight magic 
tricks using objects at the dinner table.  

Some have fun showing their trick to other guests 
that night.  Others take it home for their kids. 

Smoke pouring out of cauldrons can greet 
your arriving guests, setting a fun ambiance. 

“Thanks for the wonder-
fully talented entertainers 
you supplied for our holiday 
party.  You had everyone 
spellbound! We received 
nothing but accolades for 
the magic acts.  Your inter-
personal skills are tremen-
dous.”  
Linda Hunt - St. Louis Uni-
versity Hospital.

A magic photo area can also add to the 
festivities.  Guests take home a “magical” 
picture of themselves posing in a way that 
looks impossible.

“You kept them 
spellbound and were 
certainly the topic of 
conversation the next 
day.  I kept hearing 
remarks like ‘Did you 
see that trick with the 
dollar bill?’, or ‘How 
did he get her ring on 
his keychain?”  
Monica Sirek - Cargill

This is a night that your guests will talk 
about for a long time!

Abra-Kid-Abra   
314-961-6912   
info@abrakid.com  

After Dinner Format

6:30  Social Hour
7:30  Sit-Down Dinner
8:30  3 Magic Performances
9:40  Bar Open-Hang Out

            Buffet Format

6:30  Social Hour•Appetizers
7:30  Show #1
7:50  Buffet•Drinks•Mingling
8:20  Show #2
8:40  Buffet•Drinks•Mingling
9:00  Show #3
9:20  Dessert.  Guitar•Coffee   
         House Singer?

Looking for a
Fun

Entertainment 
Idea

for Adults?
Something You’ve Never Done 
Before?!


